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Simple C*-algebras are constructed for which the ordered K0-group is not
weakly unperforated. The algebras are approximately homogeneous and do not
have slow dimension growth.  1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
In the paper [BDR] the notion of slow dimension growth for simple
approximately homogeneous C*-algebras was introduced and it was shown
that these algebras have stable rank one, see [R]. From [MP] and [B2]
we know that these algebras have weakly unperforated K0-group, i.e. if A
is a simple AH-algebra with slow dimension growth and nx>0 for some
x # K0(A ) and some n # N then x>0. In [B2], B. Blackadar considered the
problem whether every simple AH-algebra has slow dimension growth.
In the present paper we show that there exist simple, unital AH-algebras
A such that the partially ordered group K0(A ) has perforation, i.e. is
not weakly unperforated. In particular, A does not have slow dimension
growth. Moreover, A does not have the property in the Fundamental
Comparability Question of [B3]. And from Theorem 1.4 of [BKR] it
follows that A is not approximately divisible.
The construction given here grew out of an attempt to find simple
algebras with perforation starting from one of the known (but non-simple)
examples with this property, namely C(T4), see [B1; 6.10.2].
I thank B. Blackadar, M. Da da rlat, A. Kumjian and J. Tornehave for
their helpful comments and suggestions.
A CONSTRUCTION OF SIMPLE AH-ALGEBRAS
Let X be a compact and connected metric space and let (ni)i=1 be a
sequence of natural numbers. Put X1=X and Xi+1=Xi_ } } } _Xi&ni
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times, for i=1, 2, 3, ... . Let ? ji : Xi+1  Xi , 1 jni be the coordinate
projections. Choose a dense sequence (zli )

l=1 in Xi and choose for each
j=1, ..., i a point y ji # Xi such that y
i
i=z
1
i and ?
1
j b ?
1
j+1 b } } } b ?
1
i&1( y
j
i )=
zi+1& jj for 1 j<i. Set m1=1 and mi+1=mi (i+ni) for i=1, 2, 3, ... . Let
Ai denote the homogeneous C*-algebra C(Xi)Mmi and let ,i : Ai  Ai+1
be the V -homomorphism given by
,i (a)(v)=block-diag(a b ?1i (v), ..., a b ?
ni
i (v), a( y
1
i ), ..., a( y
i
i)).
Denote by A the C*-algebra  (Ai , ,i). Then A is simple. Indeed, let a # Ai
be a non-zero element. Then there is an l # N such that a(zli ) is non-zero.
Now zli =?
1
i b ?
1
i+1 b } } } b ?
1
i+l&2( y
i
i+l&1) so ,i+l&1 i (a)( y
i
i+l&1) is non-
zero and ,i+l i (a) is everywhere non-zero. It follows from Proposition 2.1
of [DNNP] that A is simple.
In the following we shall think of projections in matrix algebras over Ai
as complex vector bundles and adopt the corresponding notation. With
this convention we have for ! a complex vector bundle over Xi and k>i
that
,ki (!)$?1*(!) } } } ?*nki (!)%dim(!) qki ,
where nki=>k&1j=i nj , qki=>
k&1
j=i ( j+nj)&nki and ?j : Xk  Xi , j=1, ..., nki
are the coordinate projections and %n denotes some trivial bundle of dimen-
sion n. From this it is easy to show directly that K0(A ) is weakly unper-
forated if >j=1 nj( j+nj)=0. This, however, also follows from the fact
that A has slow dimension growth when >j=1 nj( j+nj)=0.
Note that
,ki (!)$!_nki %dim(!) qki ,
where !_n denotes the bundle which is the cartesian product of ! by itself
n times.
Later, we show that A has stable rank one. So, in particular, A has can-
cellation of projections. This can also be proved directly: Suppose that !,
‘ and ’ are bundles over Xi such that !’$‘’. Then !%r $‘%r
for some r # N. Now,
f 1*(!) } } }  f n*(!)%r $f 1*(‘) } } }  f n*(‘)%r
whenever this makes sense, and since qki   there exists a k>i such that
,ki (!)$,ki (‘). This shows that A has cancellation of projections.
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Let us recall part of the statement of the Ku nneth formula for singular
cohomology: Suppose that B1 , B2 , ..., Bn are topological spaces, B=B1 _
B2_ } } } _Bn is their cartesian product and ?i : B  Bi is given by
?i (b1 , b2 , ..., bn)=bi . Now consider the map
+: 
 j ij=k
0i1, i2 , ..., in
Hi1(B1)Hi2(B2) } } } H in(Bn)  Hk(B)
given by +(x1 x2  } } } xn)=?1*(x1) ?2*(x2) } } } } } ?n*(xn) (cup multi-
plication). From the Ku nneth formula, see Theorem 5.6.1 of [S], we know
that + is injective when, for instance, B1 , ..., Bn are finite CW-spaces.
Lemma 1. Let ‘ be a complex line bundle over a finite CW-complex B
and n # N. If [‘_n]&[%1] # K0(Bn) is positive, then the nth tensor power of
the Euler class of ‘ is zero.
Proof. Suppose that [‘_n]&[%1]=[|] for some complex vector
bundle |. Then ‘_n%d $|%d+1 for some d # N. Therefore, the n th
Chern class of ‘_n equals that of |: cn(‘_n)=cn(|). The latter is zero
because the fiber dimension of | is n&1, so cn(‘_n)=0. Let e denote the
Euler class of ‘. Using the Product theorem for Chern classes ([MS; 14.7])
we have
cn(‘_n)=cn \
n
j=1
?j*(‘)+= ‘
n
j=1
?j*(e)
and it follows from the Ku nneth formula (as described above) that
e n=0. K
From now on, let B be a finite CW-complex and let ‘ be a complex line
bundle over B for which no tensor power of the Euler class is zero, and
suppose that X=B_B and that (ni) satisfies >i=1 ni(i+ni)
1
2 . E.g.
B=T2 or S2 and nj=3 j 3. Then A is the inductive limit of homogeneous
C*-algebras of the form C(B2n)Mm .
Theorem 2. K0(A ) has perforation.
Proof. It follows from the inequality >i=1 ni(i+ni)
1
2 that nk1>qk1
for all k # N. Set !=‘_‘. This is a 2-dimensional complex vector bundle
over X. Set x=[!]&[%1] # K0(X )=K0(A1). Then
K0(,k1)(x)=[!_nk 1 %2qk 1]&[%nk 1+qk 1]=[!
_nk 1]&[%nk 1&qk 1].
In particular K0(,k1)(x)[!_nk 1]&[%1] so K0(,k1)(x)  K0(X nk 1)+=
K0(Ak)+ for all k # N, by Lemma 1. Hence ,1(x)  K0(A )+. By
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Theorem 8.1.2 of [H] we have that dim(B ) x # K0(X)+. Hence, K0(A ) has
perforation. K
THE ORDER OF PERFORATION
We show how a strengthening of the condition on the sequence (ni) gives
an algebra with perforation of every order.
Definition 3. A partially ordered group G has perforation of order n
(n>1) if there exists an x # G such that nx>0 and hx, h=1, ..., n&1 are
all non-positive.
Lemma 4. Let ‘ be a complex line bundle over a finite CW-complex B
and let n, m, h # N such that h(n&m)<n. If h([‘_n]&[%m]) # K0(Bn) is
positive, then the Euler class of ‘ is either zero or a torsion element.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 1 we see that if h([‘_n]&[%m]) is
positive then the n th Chern class of h1 ‘
_1 is zero. Now, using the
Product theorem for Chern classes we have
cn \
h
1
‘_n+=cn \
n
1
?j* \
h
1
‘++
= :
j qj=n
0q1, ..., qn
\‘
n
j=1 \
h
qj++\‘
n
j=1
?j*(eqj)+ ,
where e denotes the Euler class of ‘. The term where all qi=1 is
hn >j ?j*(e) and so it follows from the Ku nneth formula that hne n=0.
Consequently, e is either zero or a torsion element. K
Now, let B be a finite two-dimensional CW-complex and let ‘ be a com-
plex line bundle over B the Euler class of which is neither zero nor a
torsion element. Furthermore, let us assume that X=B_B, that
>j=i nj ( j+nj)1&
1
2 >
i&1
j=1 1nj and that i divides 2ni for every i # N.
Theorem 5. K0(A ) has perforation of every order.
Proof. Let i # N. We show that K0(A ) has perforation of order i. It
follows from the condition on (ni) that (2ni1&1)(nki+qki)<2nk1 for all
ki. Set x=[‘_2ni 1]&[%2ni 1&1] # K
0(Xni 1)=K0(Ai). For ki we have
K0(,ki)(x)=[‘_2nk 1 %2ni 1qki]&[%(2ni 1&1)(nki+qki)]
=[‘_2nk 1]&[%2nk 1&(nki+qki)].
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It follows from Lemma 4 that hK0(,ki)(x) is non-positive for h2ni1&1.
By Theorem 8.1.2 of [H] we have that 2ni1x is positive. This shows that
K0(A ) has perforation of order 2ni1 and therefore of order i also. K
BOUNDED PERFORATION
Definition 7. Suppose that G is a simple partially ordered group. We
denote by Gperf the set of non-positive elements x # G such that nx>0 for
some n # N. For every non-zero u # G+ the natural map G  Aff(S(G, u))
induces a seminorm on G, see [G]. These seminorms are proportional
because G is assumed to be simple. We say that G has bounded perforation
if Gperf is bounded with respect to one, hence all, of these seminorms.
Note that if in our construction X is finite dimensional then A has
moderate dimension growth, (see [B2]), and therefore K0(A ) has bounded
perforation. In fact, if _ denotes the unique state on K0(A) then
_(K0(A )perf)_dim(X )2 & ‘

j=1
nj
j+nj
.
This follows from Theorem 9.1.2 of [H]. If X is not finite dimensional then
A may have unbounded perforation.
Let B be a finite CW-complex and ‘ a complex line bundle over B with
Euler class neither zero nor a torsion element, and assume that X=B
and that >j=i nj ( j+nj)1&1i >
i&1
j=1 1( j+nj) for all i # N.
Theorem 8. K0(A ) has unbounded perforation.
Proof. For 1nm let \nm : Bm  Bn denote projection onto the
first n components. By the Ku nneth formula \nm induces an injection in
cohomology and it is therefore clear from the proof of Lemma 1 that
\*nm([‘_n]&[%1]) # K0(Bm) is non-positive when m is finite. Since B is
the inverse of (Bn, \nm) this element is non-positive for m= also. Let
i # N and consider the element x=\*imi ([‘
_imi]&[%1]) in K0(Ai). It
follows from the condition on (ni) that nki+qki>imiqki for all ki. For
ki we have
K0(,ki)(x)=\*mi nki ([‘
_imi nki%imi qki]&[%nki+qki]).
Hence, K0(,ki)(x) is non-positive and K0(,i)(x) # K0(A )perf . Applying the
unique state _ to this element we get i&m&1i . This shows that K0(A )perf is
unbounded. K
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DENSITY OF THE INVERTIBLE ELEMENTS
We show that all of the C*-algebras in our construction have the
property that the invertible elements form a dense subset of the algebra.
This is proved using the special form of the homomorphisms in the induc-
tive system for A together with the following lemma. The idea of proof in
Lemma 9 is essentially the same as in Theorem 4.4 of [Ro% ].
Lemma 9. Let a1 , ..., an be elements in some unital C*-algebra D
and assume that ai1ai2 } } } aik=0 where i1 , ..., ik are distinct. Then
a=diag(a1 , ..., an) # Mn(D ) belongs to the closure of the set of invertible
elements in Mn(D).
Proof. By conjugating a with some unitary we may assume that
a1 a2 } } } ak=0. Let u # Mn Mn(D ) be the cyclic shift. Then ua is nilpotent.
Indeed,
(ua)n+k&1=(uau*)(u2au2*) } } } (un+k&1aun+k&1*) un+k&1
=diag(a2a3 } } } ana1a2 } } } ak , a3a4 } } } ana1a2 } } } ak+1 , ...,
a1 a2 } } } ana1a2 } } } ak&1) un+k&1
=0.
Hence, ua+= is invertible for every =>0. K
Proposition 10. The invertible elements of A are dense in A.
Proof. Let a # Ai be non-invertible and =>0. There is an a~ # Ai with
&a&a~ &=2 such that a~ (x) is non-invertible for all x in some open non-
empty subset VXi . It is clear from the construction of A that there exists
a k>i such that ,ki (a~ ) is of the form diag(a1 , ..., an) (aj # C(Xk)Mmi)
where aj=1a~ (x) for some x # V for at least mi different j ’s, say ajr=
1a~ (xr) for some xr # V, r=1, ..., mi . Choose unitaries v1 , ..., vmi # Mmi
such that a~ (x1) v1a~ (x2) v2 } } } a~ (xmi) vmi=0. Now, the element in Ak which
comes from ,ki (a~ ) by multiplying each ajr by 1vr from the right is of the
form ,ki (a~ ) v (v unitary) and satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 9. K
In other words, the stable rank sr(A ) of A is one, see [Rf]. By [BP] it
follows that the real rank RR(A ) of A is either zero or one. If it is zero then
A has only one tracial state. If, on the other hand, A has only one tracial
state then >j=1 nj( j+nj)=0 (unless X is a point, in which case A is a
UHF-algebra) so A has slow dimension growth and it follows from
Theorem 2 of [BDR] that A has real rank zero.
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